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Present positions:

- Program Manager at the Quality of Government Institute.
- Research fellow and senior lecturer at the Department of Political Science at the University of Gothenburg.
- Project Manager of ANTICORRP (EU funded FP7 project 2012-17).

Higher Education: PhD in Political Science 2008.

Teaching/education: Responsible for

- the continuous development of courses in Central and East European Politics 1995-2008.
- the Master thesis course in European studies since 2007-09.
- Swedish and comparative politics at the gradual level in political science since 2005.


University of Gothenburg pedagogical team prize winner 2006

Current research:

- Corruption voting
- Politicization of corruption in election campaigns in Europe
- The performance of ‘anti-corruption parties’
- Party system development in Central and Eastern Europe with a focus on the emergence and success of new parties
- How Sweden became a non-corrupt society during the 19th century.
- Gender and corruption
Organiser conference section:

ECPR in Prague, September 2016: Corruption and electoral accountability: Voting behavior & electoral outcomes

Organiser workshop panels:

ECPR in Pisa September 6-8 2007: Explaining the performance of new and unestablished parties.

ECPR in Bordeaux, September 2013: European Party Competition and New Strategies under Societal Turbulence.

Publications:

Books


Book chapters:


Articles


Working papers/conference papers/reports


Working papers/conference papers/reports


Debate articles

"All anledning ta Dennis Töllborg på allvar.” Göteborgs-Posten, 30 november 2013.

"Grumliga skäl för Irakkrig”. Göteborgs-Posten, 3 oktober 2002.

Languages: Swedish - Native speaker; English - Fluent (native level).